Summer Activities for Nova Scotians
By 211 Nova Scotia

Summer is a great time of year to get out
and enjoy the beautiful weather and get
some fresh air by going for a walk or
visiting the province’s provincial parks or
ocean beaches—but if you’re looking for
something to take up some of your free
time close to home, 211 Nova Scotia can
help!
Recreation programs
If you’re looking for a new activity or
hobby, dial 2-1-1 and let us know what
you’re looking for. There are many
recreation and cultural centres in the
province that offer weekly and monthly
activities. When you call 211, our
Community Resource Navigators can look
for programs and recreational activities in
your area.

Whether you’re looking for group fitness
classes, private swim lessons, sport ball
programs, craft sessions, or card game
nights, we are here to help!
Community gardens
Do you know about community gardens?
Many communities in the province have
them, which provides a great opportunity
to get outdoors and reap the benefits of
gardening.
Gardening is a very impactful activity for
everyone because it’s an easy way to
access fresh produce, heighten nutrition,
increase physical activity, and can
increase cognitive stimulation. Community
gardening also offers a way to socialize
with others and get involved with the
community, which is an added bonus!

Educational sessions
There are many centres across the province
that offer educational sessions. Whether it’s
around healthy eating, programs in the area,
budgeting, and more—many organizations
offer a vast range of educational sessions
that are held in a classroom setting. What
better way to spend a rainy summer day than
socializing with community members and
learning something new together?
Local trails
There are many family-friendly trails in the
province that offer beautiful sights and allow
you to immerse yourself in nature and enjoy
the weather. Read about our favourite familyfriendly trails in Nova Scotia, here. Be sure to
pack water, snacks, and sunscreen!

211 Nova Scotia is
here to help!
If you are looking for support, please
dial 2-1-1 and one of our Community
Resource Navigators can help you find
what you’re looking for. Call 2-1-1 to get
connected!

